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ABSTRACT
Social Networking Sites (SNSs) such as Facebook and Twit·
ter increasingly influence how we choose to interact with
others. Organizations have chosen to be a part of this in·
teraction, often by using SNSs as part of their selection sys·
terns. Although only limited research has investigated the
validity of such usage, employers continue to believe that
SNSs can be used to draw important inferences about an
applicant's character. Unfortunately, some employers have
breached applicants' privacy by requesting their username
and password for their SNS account(s) in an effort to attain
SNS information. The current article discusses the potential
advantages and disadvantages of using SNS information
for selection, and offers practical suggestions on what
prospective job applicants should do with their SNS ac·
count(s) when they enter the job market.

R£SUM£
Les sites de reseautage sociaux (SRS) comme Facebook et
Twitter ont de plus en plus d'influence sur la mani�re dont
nous choisissons d'interagir avec les autres. Les organisa·
tions ont choisi de faire partie de cette interaction, souvent
en utilisant les SRS dans le cadre de leurs syst�mes de

se·

lection des candidats. M�me s'il n'y a eu que peu de re
cherche sur la validite de cette utilisation, les employeurs
continuent de croire que les SRS peuvent �tre utilises pour
d�gager des inf�rences importantes au sujet du caract�re
d'un candidat. Malheureusement, certains employeurs ont
viole la vie privee des candidats en demandant leur nom
d'utilisateur et leur mot de passe pour leurs comptes de
SRS dans un effort pour obtenir de I' information du SRS.
L'article actuel decrit les avantages et les desavantages
possibles d'utiliser les renseignements dans les SRS pour
la selection des candidats et offre des suggestions pra·
tiques sur ce que les candidats Aun poste devraient faire
avec leurs comptes de SRS lorsqu'ils arrivent sur le marche
du travail.
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Since the advent of the first social networking site
(SNS; e.g., Facebook and Twitter) in the early 2000's,
social media has had a major influence on how we
choose to interact with others. However, individual
users are not the only ones making use of SNSs. Or·
ganizations have also been taking advantage of SNSs
as cost-effective human resource tools. For instance,
the Employers Resource Council (ERC) surveyed or
ganizations in Northeast Ohio to see how SNSs were
being used (ERC Survey Briefing, 2009). Forty-nine
percent of organizations used SNSs for networking
and relationship building, 35% for branding/market
ing, 35% for external communication, 31 % for reach·
ing new customers, 27% for recruiting, 22% for sales,
etc. These percentages indicate that organizations
have been interested in making use of SNSs for mul
tiple purposes. However, the authors did not specifi·
cally mention one important purpose of SNSs that
has recently gained popularity: personnel selection
(Grasz, 2009). The purpose of the current article is
to discuss the potential advantages and disadvan·
tages of using SNS information for selection, and to
offer practical suggestions on what prospective job
applicants should do with their SNS account(s) when
they enter the job market.
The use of SNSs for selection may lead to major
benefits, which may explain their popularization as a
selection tool. For example, their use incurs relatively
little cost, and they offer an abundance of unique in·
formation about job candidates. This allows even
smal I organizations the opportunity to attempt to ver·
ify information contained in resumes, reference let
ters, interviews, and other selection information
sources typically drawn from applicants. Previously,
advanced background checks were unavailable to
small organizations due to their substantial costs.
Now, those making hiring decisions may have access
to "detailed information that would allow them to
draw conclusions or make inferences about the appli·
cant's character or personality that might not be as
easily or economically obtained through traditional

means" (Brown & Vaughn, 2011, p. 220). For exam·
pie, interviews are expensive to conduct. Instead of
(or in addition to) asking applicants about their hob·
bies and interests in an interview, an employer can
easily find their hobbies and interests listed on their
SNS profile pages. Also, because there is a near-un
limited amount of space to describe this information
on SNSs, more of this information may be available
than in resum�s or curricula vitae, which are often
limited by space restrictions.
From an organizational standpoint, the use of
SNSs for personnel selection is not without its draw
backs. There has been an increasing concern that
some of the information (e.g., protected group sta
tus, political affiliations) used from SNSs may not be
work-related (Brown & Vaughn, 2011; Grasz, 2009;
SHRM, 2011). This raises two concerns. The first is
that making hiring decisions using non-work-related
information may violate laws or regulations that pro
tect applicants from discrimination. For example,
SNSs may reveal protected applicant characteristics
(e.g., age, race, sex, marital status, religious affilia
tion), which could warrant a Canadian Human Rights
Commission complaint if this information were col
lected (Canadian Human Rights Commission, 2007).
Recently, human resource professionals reported an
increase in their legal concerns about discovering in
formation about protected applicant characteristics
from SNSs (SHRM, 2011).
The second issue is that the validity of using SNSs
for hiring decisions is unknown, as there has been lit·
tie research on the topic. If SNS information proves
to be unable to predict job performance, then organ
izations using SNSs for selection might make poor
hiring decisions. Ultimately, organizations may find it
difficult to defend their hiring decisions in legal cases
whereby qualified applicants are denied using an un
proven measure (Kluemper & Rosen, 2009; Kluemper,
Rosen, & Mossholder, 2012), especially when this
issue is compounded by access to protected informa
tion such as race or age. As a result, the percentage
of organizations using SNS information for selection
has recently dropped despite the increasing popular
ity of these sites (SHRM, 2011).
Another validity concern is the potential for people
to distort their information on SNSs. Researchers are
already showing that people use SNSs to convey de·
sired impressions to others (Cunningham, 2013), and
this would likely only be enhanced when applicants
become more aware that employers might view their
SNS activities. As the use of SNSs becomes more

widespread in the hiring process, job seekers are
likely to become more aware of their SNS activities,
removing negative information and placing an extra
emphasis on positive traits. In this regard, we can
learn from faking in personality assessment, where
research reveals applicants consistently receive more
favourable personality scores than do job incumbents
or the general population (Birkeland, Manson,
Kisamore, Brannick, & Smith, 2006). Moreover, appli·
cant faking has been shown to impact hiring deci
sions (Christiansen, Goffin, Johnston, & Rothstein,
1994) and decrease the ability of personality meas
ures to predict job performance (Peterson, Griffith, &
Converse, 2009; Peterson, Griffith, Isaacson, O'Con
nell, & Mangos, 2011). More problematic is that re·
search shows that faking increases dramatically once
used in the workplace, as job incumbents coach new
entrants on how to beat the system (Landers, Sackett,
& Tuzinski, 2011), and it seems probable that this
would apply to SNSs. Subsequently, even if SNSs
were to have some initial prediction of job perform
ance, this may decrease fairly quickly once compa
nies begin using it.
Regardless, some organizations employ aggressive
methods to collect SNS information for selection. For
instance, a new controversial trend has been docu
mented in the popular press, whereby potential em
ployers request the SNS login information of
applicants (McFarland, 2012; McGuigge, 2012). Ask·
ing for a job candidate's login information is more
prevalent among public agencies, (e.g., law enforce·
ment, 911 dispatchers, security; McFarland, 2012).
However, other organizations also ask for login infor·
mation, ask the candidate to add a human resource
manager to their account, or ask the candidate to log
into their SNS account during an interview (McFar
land, 2012). Whereas the request of SNS login infor·
mation is typically a violation of the SNSs' terms of
service (O'Dell, 2012) and has been condemned as a
privacy violation by law professionals (McGuigge,
2012), there are currently no laws in place in Canada
or the U.S. to deal with such a situation (although
there is some new legislation in progress in the U.S.;
McFarland, 2012). As a result, applicants are left in
an awkward position when SNS login information is
requested. Even knowing that these requests are a
privacy breach, what would you do if an organization
requested access to your SNS pages, or even worse
yet, your login information? Would you grant access
so that you appear to be a "team player," or would
you walk away? The answers to these questions all re·
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TABLE l

Suggestions for Modifying your Social Networking Site(s)
WHATTODO

WHAT TO AVOID

Try to demonstrate that you have a good knowledge of
the SNS features available. This will show employers that
you have a good grasp of technology.

Remove inappropriate comments or photos posted by others.

Be aware of the number of status changes you make.
Some jobs (e.g., marketing) might encourage frequent
SNS use, and a higher number might be seen as a
positive.

Try to reduce the frequency with which you post while at work or
during business hours. Even if your organization is okay with you
posting, it may be perceived negatively by prospective employers as a
sign of poor work ethic.

With your posts and photo uploads, try to show your
personality and interests. For example, if you're family
oriented, demonstrate this with photos of your family.
This will make it easier for employers to judge your fit
with their organizations.

Avoid posting any radical political positions. In general, it may be best
to avoid showing any strong or extreme political or religious affiliations,
even if there is nothing objectively wrong about holding these
positions.

Use content on your SNS profile to show your interests in
books, TV shows, movies, music, and hobbies. Employers
can also use this information to judge your fit with their
organizations.

Avoid frequently complaining in status updates and absolutely avoid
criticism of employers, co·workers, or clients. Also, avoid venting about
work·related frustrations. You will appear negative and potentially
neurotic to prospective employers.

Try to demonstrate positive communication skills by
making sure your posts are comprehensible and by
showing that you have a versatile vocabulary.

Avoid poor grammar and spelling. This demonstrates weak
communication skills.

Create congruence between your SNS and your r�sum�
(e.g., education, achievements, experience).

Do not mention looking for other employment if currently employed.

If applicable (e.g., Linkedln), try to have other people
post good references about your previous job
performance. This may be applicable to Facebook and
Twitter as well through informal posts.

Remove and avoid adding unfamiliar and questionable contacts.
Although boosting the number of friends may increase perception of
social skills, employers may make judgments based on the friends that
you keep and gain access to your profile through these accounts. For
example, your associate from high school that makes public posts
about marijuana use may reflect negatively on you and (s)he may even
share undesirable information about you.

Try to provide evidence of your qualifications. For
example, post your awards and accolades. Also, update
your SNS information regularly to highlight your latest
accomplishments.

Avoid posting any references to sex, alcohol, or drug use. This includes
references to your own usage or those of others you know. Do not have
any provocative/inappropriate information (photographs, comments,
etc.). This includes not posting racy or suggestive song lyrics.

Try to be creative and interesting with your posts to
demonstrate that you are creative and intelligent.
Appropriate, humorous quotes, photos, pictures, and
posts are a great way to showcase your creativity.

Do not disclose personal information that you are not comfortable with
being made public or being made available to an employer. For
example, job applicants may not want their marital status or birth date
(i.e., age) available or their current employers to know that they are
seeking employment.

Use your SNS to demonstrate that you employ discretion,
even when friends and colleagues try to encourage you to
divulge information online.

Never share confidential or sensitive information from employer(s),
past or present.

Cross link your SNSs. For example, link your Facebook
with you Twitter account by adding your Twitter to your
profile page.

Avoid poor grammar and spelling. This demonstrates poor
communication skills.

Create a professional group to establish relationships
with other professionals such as potential references,
recruiters, and leaders.

Remove and avoid any inappropriate activity, this includes:
- references to alcohol, narcotics, and sex
- unprofessional language (swearing) and discriminatory comments
(racist, sexist language, or homophobic language)
- references to illegal activities or misconduct (even violations
of university rules)
- association to groups that are linked to any of the above

Make use at available privacy settings. This might include
making some posts only available to close friends and
family, or making positive information openly available to
search engines. Sites such as Facebook give you some
control over what information is shared and with whom.

As a general rule, do not post any information that you would not want
your parents to see. You will not be compromising your ability to show
your personality, your interests, and, in general, your life through your
SNS(s).

Google your name often to help monitor what information
has been made public.
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late to your own personal moral and financial motiva
tions.
This dilemma leaves job applicants with a practical
problem: what should they do with their SNS ac
counts when they enter the job market? This issue is
of considerable importance to students who are en
tering the professional job market for the first time
and who may be more likely to have detrimental post
ings on their SNSs. The obvious question is why not
just delete your account? In McGuigge (2012), social
networking expert Amber MacArthur argues that pri·
vacy does not exist on SNSs. Some would even argue
that the lack of privacy necessitates deleting your
SNS account. Removing or deactivating accounts
would remove any potentially damaging SNS informa
tion. Another common solution is to change your real
name to a pseudonym that would be unknown to your
employer and to effectively try to conceal your per
sonal information from prospective or current em
ployers.
However, there are some limitations to deleting or
masking your SNS account(s). The first is that em
ployers might think it unusual that you do not have
SNS account(s) given their immense popularity and
employers may become suspicious that you are con
cealing pertinent information. The second is that
masking accounts might give job applicants a false
sense of security and lead to unfiltered pages that, if
found, could be detrimental. For example, an em
ployer might be able find you by e-mail address, tele·
phone number, an association to a university or
group, or an association to fellow alumni or to former
colleagues. Effectively, hiding your online identity cre
ates a dangerous 'cat and mouse' game with compa
nies that attempt to find your online identity.
Moreover, if given the job, your pseudonym will likely
become apparent if you start adding your colleagues.
The third and most important consideration is that
trying to hide your identity is a defensive approach
that overlooks the many benefits of a strong profes
sional online identity. Removing or hiding SNS ac
count(s) assumes that employers will only use SNS
information to find potential applicants who do not
meet the minimum requirements and will remove
them from the hiring pool (known as "screening"; see
Catano, Wiesner, Hackett, & Methot, 2010, for more
information on screening procedures). However, we
argue that there are many benefits to maintaining a
professional online identity. For the remainder of this
paper, we discuss these benefits and provide practical
tips to make the most of SNSs.

The first benefit is that employers may use SNS in·
formation to discover positive traits or qualities that
may help you secure employment. For example, em
ployers might be able to assess your communication
skills, your teamwork skills, your ability to impact
your peers, your personality (e.g., Conscientiousness,
Emotional Stability), or your relevant experience
based on your past accomplishments. In other words,
you can use your SNS to showcase your positive qual
ities that might otherwise be difficult to reveal in an
interview or resume (McGuigge, 2012). Therefore,
rather than deleting your account, we would recom
mend that you "clean up your act" and use your SNS
accounts to make yourself appear more attractive to
potential employers. Rather than viewing SNSs as po
tential liabilities, turn them into assets.
A second major benefit of maintaining an active
Linkedln or Facebook account is that if made public,
these results are often easily accessible from search
engine results. Cross-referencing real accomplish·
ments with SNSs is a great way to bolster your online
identity that may help you get the job and may actu·
ally assist employers in verifying those accomplish·
ments. Moreover, although this is a new area of
research, it seems intuitive that employers are likely
to be impressed when a simple search of an appli·
cant's name yields numerous accomplishments and
positive hits in search engine results. It is important
to note that deleting or masking accounts will mini
mize your online presence, including both positive
and negative information.
We have prepared a list of simple and practical tips
that you can use to bolster your SNSs and improve
their appeal to prospective employers. Please see
Table 1. This list was compiled from scholarly articles
and from news articles (see references marked with
an asterisk). Although a number of these suggestions
rely on common sense, we urge you to go through
your SNS accounts while looking at the list. A quick
assessment of how one's SNS information is being
portrayed does not necessarily coincide with how it
is actually being portrayed. That is why it is important
to go through one's SNS account and carefully review
the information contained within. From our personal
experience, upon careful review of their SNS informa
tion, individuals are often shocked about what and
how much content they have made publicly available.
In sum, applicants are faced with two major
choices in advance of a job search: to delete or hide
their accounts from prospective employers, or to turn
their SNSs into positive tools that highlight their pas-
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itive qualities and bolster their online identity. We ad
vocate for the second approach and have provided a
list of practical tips that applicants can follow to
make the most of their SNS accounts. Until legal
guidelines are imposed concerning the use of SNS in
formation in selection and more is known about the
validity of SNSs in selection decisions, we believe that
applicants should take a proactive approach and
make the most of these tools. However, if applicants
are unwilling to adhere to a professional standard
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Parlez-vous francais et anglais?
Nous sommes a la recherche d'un nouvel agent des affaires francophones.
Responsabilit�s:
•

•

Tradulre toutes les communications de la Section
Entreprendre des initiatives pour communiquer avec les �tudiants francophones et les
programmes francophones au Canada

•

Representer les communautes francophones a travers le Canada

Contactez Justin Feeney: ifeeney@uwo.ca, ou par/ez a un membre de notre equipe.

Do you speak English and French?
We are looking for a new Francophone Affairs Officer.
Responsibilities:
•

Translates of all section materials

•

Engages in outreach activities to francophone students and psychology programs in Canada

•

Represents francophone communities across Canada

Contact Justin Feeney: ifeeney@uwo.ca, or speak with any member of
the Section for Students executive.
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